
VENUS’ AERIAL DELIGHT 

Offerings from this series are relaxing and emotionally, mentally liberating, chatty, contemplative, 
peace-promoting and stabilizing. The Eirene subset (Dove label) especially enables us to step beyond 
our Own perspective, entering the realm of the Other, increasing the ability to hold neutral space 
for the type of necessary communication that leads to True Harmony and Genuine Accord. 

Useful for: Promoting Right Relationship within one’s Self + Sphere; relieving anxious states; 
releasing neurosis + worry; cultivating + appreciating beauty; facilitating diplomacy + balanced 
communication; centering the mind-body; holding space; understanding the Other Side; facilitating 
thoughtful + fair contemplation; connecting through conversation + repartee; support during 
necessary, high intensity, or heated conversations; cooling tempers + constitutions; Righting the 
Ship; relational harmony; addressing genuine inequity; letting go + letting live; learning to just Be; 
cultivating a graceful, Elven manner; becoming a better partner; somatic, meditative, and 
educational explorations of the Libran/ Venusian/ Chitran arcana; the pursuit of true Justice; &c. 

Layering: This series can be layered to take the edge off of any other charge, to temper heating 
effects within the body, and steady turbulent states. 

Self-Care + Emotional Vacations: Apply after work; to let go of stress; calm the nervous system.  

Anointing/ Application: Anoint symmetrical points on the body, such as the temples, ears, hips, 
and perfume points on the neck and wrists, for Libran balance and stability. To reduce cramping, 
bloating, and moodiness, apply to the low belly and back. Anoint acupuncture points and meridians 
of a Venusian nature (kidneys, bladder, ovaries, hips/ buttocks, skin, &c.). Smoke bathe the body. 

In Ritual Work: Activate sigils, dress candles, create mojos + talismans. Apply before Venus rituals, 
or magic intended for beauty, love, glamour, cooperation, seduction, or to improve relations. 

Shimmer Water + Bath Salts: These will leave a shimmer on the skin (and anything else!) until 
washed with soap and a washcloth.  

Pearl Polish + Beautifying Mask: Wet the face and hands. Sprinkle a small mound of polishing 
powder onto the fingers. Pat onto the skin, rubbing in soft, circular motions until it dissolves. Rinse. 
Dry completely. Squeeze a quarter sized amount of honey onto the fingertips and apply — the 
warmth of your skin will help it spread. Once a thin layer has been distributed, we recommend a 
light facial massage before patting  (quickly) with the fingers for at 1-3 minutes, which makes the 
mask tacky and thick, bringing blood flow. Leave for 10-20 minutes. Rinse with warm water.   

Timing: As needed (or for no reason at all!); on Fridays/ Monday nights after sunset; Venus’ hour. 

O, shimmering Jewel! Our Aerial Queen!  
You who brings Harmony and Justice, Peace and Understanding!  

Holder of the Scales, Smoother of All — we pray you Guide our Tongues, our Hearts and Minds!  
Bring Right Relationship between Self and Sphere! Aid us in the cultivation of Beauty, Peace, and Happiness 

— in our own Gardens, and those of this Earth. Bring Grace, Delight, and Balance to all things. 
Praise you, Venus! Praise Pearls and Scales! Praise the Pollinators and Keepers of Right Accord!
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